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 NET/C++/Java/Python/VB.NET/C#/ASP.NET/ActiveX controls application. You can recover file types like Word/Excel/PowerPoint/Access/PDF/Audio/Video/Images/Flash/Video Files/Archive Files/SQL Database Files/Text Files etc. By directly accessing the file and folder of Windows XP/Windows 7/Windows 8 Operating Systems. Furthermore, it also supports partition recovery, drives scan,
file recovery without any CD/DVD, supports USB drives, memory card recovery, hard disk drive, raw partition recovery, NET/C++/Python/Java/VB.NET/C#/ASP.NET/ActiveX controls recovery. System Requirements {#sec:system} =================== For running the tool, you need the following system specification: 1. [**CPU:**]{} *2.4 GHz Processor and 1 GB RAM* 2. [**Operating
System:**]{} *Windows XP/7/8* 3. [**File System:**]{} *NTFS* 4. [**Hard Disk Size:**]{} *3 GB* 5. [**CD/DVD Drive:**]{} *Required for creating ISO file* 6. [**Parallel Booting:**]{} *Required to recover RAW partitions* Recovery Mechanism {#sec:mechanism} ================== There are two main steps for recovering lost/missing files by using the tool. The first step is, we
need to acquire access to the hard disk where the lost/missing files are stored. To do this, we need to create an ISO file of the hard disk. ISO file contains the files of a CD or DVD. The second step is, to recover the lost/missing files from the ISO file. Here we explain the whole recovery mechanism in detail. Let’s consider a scenario that you lost a few hundred files from your hard drive. First, you

need to create an ISO file of your hard drive in order to recover the lost/missing files. ISO file can be created from any CD or DVD burning software. Before starting the ISO file creation process, there are two things to note. The first is, we need to create a bootable CD or DVD from which we can access to our hard drive 82157476af
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